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Abstract
A sequence over a fixed finite set is said to be complete if it contains all per-
mutations of the set as subsequences. Determining the length of shortest complete
sequences is an open problem. We improve the existing upper bound and introduce
tools to manually prove the completeness of sequences.
1 Introduction
A sequence over a fixed finite set A = {a1, . . . , an} is said to be complete, if it contains all
permutations of (a1, . . . , an) as a (not necessarily consecutive) subsequence. The problem
of finding the shortest complete sequences seems to have first been posed by R.M. Karp
and has been stated as a research problem in [2, Problem 36].
Newey [7], Adleman [1], Galbiati and Preparata [3], and Mohanty [6] have constructed
algorithms which produce complete sequences of length n2 − 2n + 4. Newey has shown
that for 3 6 n 6 7, the shortest complete sequences have indeed length n2 − 2n +
4. For instance, two shortest complete sequences over {1, 2, 3} are (1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1) and
(1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1). Newey and Koutas–Hu have conjectured [7, 5] that n2 − 2n + 4 is the
shortest possible length of complete sequences over sets with at least three elements.
Kleitman and Kwiatkowski [4] have shown a lower bound of n2 − Cǫn
7/4+ǫ for ǫ > 0,
where Cǫ is a constant depending on ǫ.
Za˘linescu [8] has shown that n2− 2n+3 is an upper bound for n > 10. In the present
note we provide a tool which can be used to prove the completeness of sequences produced
by a variety of algorithms and we show a construction which improves the upper bound
to ⌈n2 − 7
3
n + 19
3
⌉ for n > 7. This bound is lower than Za˘linescu’s bound for n > 13.
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2 Preliminaries
All sequences considered in this paper are finite sequences σ = (a1, . . . , am) over a finite
set and are denoted by Greek letters, while their elements are denoted by lowercase Latin
letters. We write (σ1, . . . , σk) for the concatenation of the sequences σ1, . . . , σk. An
element c is said to appear in the sequence σ = (a1, . . . , am) if there is 1 6 i 6 m such
that c = ai. We denote the number of appearances of c in σ by #cσ and we write delc(σ)
for the sequence obtained from σ by deleting all appearances of c.
Let A be a finite set. A sequence is said to be complete over A if it contains all
permutations of elements of A as a (not necessarily consecutive) subsequence.
We write [A]k for the set consisting of all sequences over A of length k which contain k
distinct elements, that is [A]k = {(a1, . . . , ak) | a1, . . . , ak ∈ A, ai 6= aj for 1 6 i 6= j 6 k}.
We say that a sequence is k-complete over A if it contains all elements of [A]k as a (not
necessarily consecutive) subsequence.
We write [A] instead of [A]k when k = |A|. We write set(σ) for the set of elements
appearing in the sequence σ and [set(σ)] or simply [σ] for the set of all permutations of
set(σ). We abuse notation by writing {(ρ, [σ], τ)} for the set of sequences {(ρ, σ′, τ) | σ′ ∈
[σ]}.
We denote by σci...dj the consecutive sequence of elements in σ between the i-th ap-
pearance of c and the j-th appearance of d in σ and not including ci and dj. If σci...dj is not
defined (because c or d does not appear sufficiently many times in σ), we set σci...dj =∞,
with the convention that∞ is not complete over any set. By leaving out ci or dj in σci...dj ,
we indicate the entire prefix of σ up to, but not including dj, or the entire suffix of σ
from, but not including, ci, respectively. Thus, σ...dj denotes the consecutive subsequence
starting with the first element of σ up to, but not including, the j-th appearance of d in
σ and it denotes ∞ if d appears fewer than j times in σ. We also write σ...c for σ...cℓ when
ℓ = #cσ and we write σc... for σc1....
Finally, let eli(σ) be the i-th element of σ, with el1(σ) being the first element. We
write el -1(σ) for the last element of σ.
3 Properties of complete sequences
We first state the simple observation that a sequence is a complete sequence if and only if
for each first appearance of an element, the remaining subsequence is a complete sequence
over a smaller set.
Lemma 1. A sequence σ over A is complete if and only if for all c ∈ A, the sequence σc...
is complete over A \ {c}.
Proof. Let n = |A|. Let σ be a complete sequence over A and fix c ∈ A. Then σ contains
all permutations (c, c2, . . . , cn) over A. Write σ = (σ1, c, σ2), where σ1 is a sequence over
A \ {c}. Since σ1 does not contain c, it follows that (c2, . . . , cn) is a subsequence of σ2 for
all permutations (c2, . . . , cn) over A\{c}. Therefore σc... = σ2 is a complete sequence over
A \ {c}.
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Conversely, let σ be a sequence over A with the property that for all c ∈ A the sequence
σc... is complete over A \ {c}. Then for every permutation (c1, . . . , cn) over A, we can find
σ1, σ2 such that σ = (σ1, c1, σ2) and σc1... = σ2 is a complete sequence over A\ {c1}. Thus
σ2 contains (c2, . . . , cn), hence σ contains (c1, . . . , cn).
While the preceding lemma characterizes complete sequences over A in terms of first
appearance of each element of A, the following lemma and theorem characterize them in
terms of all appearances of a single element.
In the following we work with the set of sequences {(σ...ci, [σci...ci+1], σci+1...)}. This set
denotes all sequences obtained from σ by permuting the set of elements between the i-th
and (i+ 1)-st appearance of c.
Example 2. Let σ = (x, 1, 2, 3, x, 1, 2, x, 3, 1, 2, x), then
{(σ...x2 , [σx2...x3 ], σx3...)}
= {(x, 1, 2, 3, [1, 2], 3, 1, 2, x)}
= {(x, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, x), (x, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, x)}.
Lemma 3. Let c ∈ A. If σ is a complete sequence over A, then for every 1 6 i < #cσ,
every sequence in {(σ...ci, [σci...ci+1], σci+1...)} is a complete sequence over A \ {c}.
Proof. Let n = |A| and fix an i ∈ {1, . . . ,#cσ − 1}. Let σ1 = σ...ci, σ2 ∈ [σci...ci+1],
σ3 = σci+1.... Let ρ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) and consider a permutation φ = (c1, . . . , cn−1) over
A \ {c}. Let j be the largest non-negative integer such that (c1, . . . , cj) is a subsequence
of σ1. We distinguish two cases:
• cj+1 ∈ σ2
Consider the permutation (c1, . . . , cj+1, c, cj+2, . . . , cn−1). By completeness of σ and
maximality of j, this permutation is a subsequence of (σ1, σ2, c, σ3).
More specifically, let τ = σci...ci+1 and note that σ = (σ1, c, τ, c, σ3). By construction,
(c1, . . . , cj) is a subsequence of σ1, but (c1, . . . , cj+1) is not. The element cj+1 appears
in σ2 and therefore also in τ . Since c does not appear in τ , (cj+2, . . . , cn−1) must be
a subsequence of σ3 by completeness of σ.
It follows that (c1, . . . , cn−1) is a subsequence of ρ.
• cj+1 6∈ σ2
Consider the permutation (c1, . . . , cj, c, cj+1, . . . , cn−1). By completeness of σ and
maximality of j, this permutation is a subsequence of (σ1, c, σ2, σ3).
It follows analogously to the preceding case that (c1, . . . , cn−1) is a subsequence of
ρ.
The preceding lemma states that a complete sequence σ over a set A, with c ∈ A, gives
rise to a number of complete sequences over A \ {c} with the property that the elements
between consecutive appearances of c can be arbitrarily permuted without losing the
completeness property.
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Example 4. The sequence (x, 1, 2, 3, x, 1, 2, x, 3, 1, 2, x) is complete over the set {x, 1, 2, 3}.
Thus, all of the 14 sequences in the following set are complete over {1, 2, 3}:
{([1, 2, 3], 1, 2, x, 3, 1, 2, x), (x, 1, 2, 3, [1, 2], 3, 1, 2, x), (x, 1, 2, 3, x, 1, 2, [3, 1, 2])}
The following theorem states under which conditions the preceding lemma is not only
necessary, but also sufficient for a sequence σ to be complete over A.
Theorem 5. Let c ∈ A. A sequence σ over A is complete if and only if both of the
following conditions are satisfied.
(1) σc... and σ...c are complete over A \ {c}.
(2) For every 1 6 i < #cσ, every sequence in {(σ...ci, [σci...ci+1], σci+1...)} is complete over
A \ {c}.
Proof. Let n = |A|. If σ is a complete sequence, then (1) follows from Lemma 1 (and the
fact that the reverse of a complete sequence is a complete sequence) and (2) follows from
Lemma 3.
Conversely, let σ be a sequence over A satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Let φ =
(c1, . . . , cn) be a permutation over A. We distinguish the following cases.
• c is the first element of φ, i.e., c = c1.
Then by condition (1), the sequence (c2, . . . , cn) is a subsequence of σc..., thus σ
contains φ.
• c is the last element of φ, i.e., c = cn.
Then by condition (1), the sequence (c1, . . . , cn−1) is a subsequence of σ...c, thus σ
contains φ.
• c is neither the first nor the last element of φ.
If c appears exactly once in σ, then we are done by the preceding two items. Thus
we may assume that c appears at least twice in σ.
Let cj = c, for 1 < j < n, and write σ = (σ1, σ2), where σ1 is the shortest consecutive
subsequence of σ which contains (c1, . . . , cj−1) as a subsequence. Such a sequence
exists by (1). If c does not appear in σ1, then σ contains φ by (1). Else, write
σ1 = (σ
′
1, c, σ
′′
1) with σ
′′
1 being a sequence in which c does not appear. Write σ2 =
(σ′2, c, σ
′′
2) with σ
′
2 being a sequence in which c does not appear. (Note that c appears
in σ2 by (1).)
Since σ = (σ′1, c, σ
′′
1 , σ
′
2, c, σ
′′
2), by (2), each of the sequences in S = {(σ
′
1, [σ
′′
1 , σ
′
2], σ
′′
2)}
is a complete sequence over A \ {c}.
Consider ρ ∈ [σ′′1 , σ
′
2] with el -1(ρ) = cj−1. Then (σ
′
1, ρ, σ
′′
2) ∈ S and therefore con-
tains the permutation (c1, . . . , cj−1, cj+1, . . . , cn). However, (c1, . . . , cj−1) is not a
subsequence of σ′1, because σ1 = (σ
′
1, σ
′′
1) is by construction the shortest sequence
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containing (c1, . . . , cj−1) and σ
′′
1 is not the empty sequence. Since ρ is a permuta-
tion, cj−1 = el -1(ρ) appears exactly once in ρ. Thus the sequence (c1, . . . , cj−1, cj+1)
cannot be a subsequence of (σ′1, ρ) and hence (cj+1, . . . , cn) must be a subsequence
of σ′′2 .
Theorem 5 is our main tool to prove that certain algorithms indeed produce complete
sequences.
4 Constructing complete sequences
Let σ be a sequence over A. We call a sequence obtained from σ by eliminating consecutive
repetitions of elements a simplification of σ. Formally, a simplification of σ is the maximal
subsequence (a1, . . . , am) such that ai 6= ai+1 for all 1 6 i < m. It is obvious that the
simplification of a complete sequence is still a complete sequence.
The sequence σ is said to be quasi-palindromic if there is a relabeling of its elements
which is equal to the reverse of σ. Formally, let σ = (s1, . . . , sm) and let π : A → A be a
bijective function. Then σ is quasi-palindromic if π(si) = sm−i+1 for all 1 6 i 6 m.
We start with a trivial lemma, stating that the concatenation of k permutations of A
is k-complete over A.
Lemma 6. Let 1 6 k 6 |A| and let φ1, . . . , φk ∈ [A] be any permutations of the elements
in A. Then the sequence σ = (φ1, . . . , φk) is a k-complete sequence over A.
Note that we may choose the permutations φ1, . . . , φk such that the last element of one
permutation equals the first element of the following permutation, i.e. el -1(pi) = el1(pi+1).
Thus after simplification we obtain k-complete sequences over A of length k |A| − k + 1.
The following corollary states a slightly more general fact for future reference.
Corollary 7. Let 1 6 k 6 |A| and let σ = (σ1, . . . , σk) be such that set(σ1) = A and for
1 < i 6 k
set(el
-1(σi−1), σi) = A. (1)
Then σ is a k-complete sequence over A.
Proof. Let σ′1 = σ1 and for 1 < i 6 k let σ
′
i = (el -1(σi−1), σi). Note that the simplification
of the sequence (σ′1, . . . , σ
′
k) is equal to σ. By equation (1), for each i, 1 6 i 6 k, there is a
subsequence φi of σ
′
i which is a permutation of the elements of A. Thus the simplification
of (φ1, . . . , φk) is a subsequence of σ which by Lemma 6 and the observation following it
is a k-complete sequence.
The conditions in the following theorem are related to the constructions of Newey [7]
and Adleman [1].
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Theorem 8. Let n = |A|. Let σ = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σn, σn+1) be such that σ0, σn+1 are
arbitrary, possibly empty, sequences over A and for 1 6 i 6 n
set(el
-1(σi−1), σi) = set(σi, el1(σi+1)) = A. (2)
Then (σ0, x, σ1, x, σ2, x, . . . , x, σn, x, σn+1) is a complete sequence over A ∪ {x}.
Proof. We apply Theorem 5 with respect to x. We observe first that (σ0, . . . , σn) and
(σ1, . . . , σn+1) are complete sequences over A by Corollary 7: The former immediately
due to the hypothesis set(el -1(σi−1), σi) = A for 1 6 i 6 n. The latter by using the
hypothesis set(σi, el1(σi+1)) = A for 1 6 i 6 n and considering the reverse sequence.
Thus condition (1) of Theorem 5 is satisfied.
For 1 6 j 6 n, let σ¯j denote the concatenation of the sequences σ1, . . . , σn, in which
σj is replaced by any permutation φ(σj) ∈ [σj ] of the elements in σj . That is σ¯j =
(σ1, . . . , σj−1, φ(σj), σj+1, . . . , σn). Then (σ1, . . . , σj−1, φ(σj)) is a j-complete sequence over
A by Corollary 7 and (σj+1, . . . , σn) is (n − j)-complete by applying Corollary 7 to the
reverse of this sequence. Thus σ¯j is a complete sequence since it is the concatenation of a j-
complete and an (n−j)-complete sequence. This satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 5.
Shortest known sequences which satisfy the conditions of the preceding theorem are
given by the constructions of Newey [7] and Adleman [1] and have length m2 − 2m+ 4,
wherem > 2 is the number of elements over which the sequences are complete. Form > 10
we can produce shorter sequences with the construction given in the Main Theorem below.
Before stating the Main Theorem and its proof, we illustrate the idea in the following
example.
Example 9. We claim that the sequence σ over the set {0, . . . , 9, a,x,y} of 13 elements
shown below is complete. The sequence has length 145, which is one element shorter than
the length obtained with the construction in [8].
x 0123456789a yx 0123456789a xy 0123456789 x
a01234567y8 x 9a01234567 x 8y9a0123456 x
789a01234y5 x 6789a01234 x 5y6789a0123 x
456789a012 yx 3456789a012 xy 3456789a012 x
The sequence is displayed in a manner that highlights the construction pattern. The
element x separates blocks of the repeated enumeration of the elements (0, . . . , 9, a) in
accordance with the structure given in Theorem 8. The savings in terms of the overall
length of the sequence, compared to previously published constructions, are achieved with
the large gaps between subsequent appearances of y.
To see that the sequence is complete over {0, . . . , 9, a,x,y}, we apply Theorem 5 with
respect to element y. We verify the two conditions stated in the theorem separately and
take advantage of the fact that σ is quasi-palindromic in order to reduce the number
of case distinctions. The sequence’s quasi-palindromicity can be seen by applying the
relabeling (0, . . . , 9, a) 7→ (2, 1, 0, a, 9, . . . , 3) to its elements.
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• Condition (1) of Theorem 5 is satisfied because σy... and σ...y are complete over
A \ {y}.
The sequence σy... is complete over A \ {y} because dely(σy...) is complete over
A \ {y} by Theorem 8. The same reasoning applies to the sequence σ...y.
• To verify condition (2) of Theorem 5, we show that all sequences in the sets
{(σ...yi, [σyi...yi+1 ], σyi+1...)}, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are complete over A \ {y}.
Completeness of sequences in the sets {(σ...yi, [σyi...yi+1], σyi+1...)}, for i ∈ {5, 6, 7},
follows from the fact that σ is quasi-palindromic.
In the following sequences y is annotated with the ordinal of its appearance in σ for
ease of reading. Furthermore, we frequently repeat the last element of a line on the
next line. This does not change the completeness property, since such sequences are
identical with the original sequence after simplification.
– The sequences in (σ...y1 , [σy1...y2 ], σy2...) and (σ...y3 , [σy3...y4 ], σy4...) are, respec-
tively,
x0123456789a [x0123456789ax] 0123456789xa
01234567y38x9a 01234567x8y49 a0123456x78
89a01234y55x67 89a01234x5y66 789a0123x45
56789a012y7x34 56789a012xy83 456789a012x
and
x0123456789a y1x0123456789 axy2012345678
89xa01234567 [8x9a01234567x8] 9a0123456x78
89a01234y55x67 89a01234x5y66 789a0123x45
56789a012y7x34 56789a012xy83 456789a012x.
Note that every line in the sequences shown above is 3-complete over A \
{y}. This follows from Corollary 7 after deleting all appearances of y in the
sequences above. Therefore the sequences are concatenations of four 3-complete
sequences over A \ {y}, thus 12-complete sequences over a set of 12 elements.
– The sequences in (σ...y2 , [σy2...y3 ], σy3...) and (σ...y4 , [σy4...y5 ], σy5...) are, respec-
tively,
x 0123456789ay1 x 0123456789a x [0123456789xa]8 x
9a01234567 x 8y49a0123456 x 789a01234y55 x
6789a01234 x 5y66789a0123 x 456789a012y7 x
3456789a012 x y83456789a012 x
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and
x 0123456789a y1x 0123456789a xy2 0123456789 x
a01234567y38 x 9a01234567 x 8[0123456x789a]5 x
6789a01234 x 5y66789a0123 x 456789a012 y7x
3456789a012 xy8 3456789a012 x.
The completeness of these sequences over A\{y} follows from Theorem 8 after
deleting all appearances of y and the appearance of x inside the brackets.
For ease of presentation of the Main Theorem and its proof, let σx denote the sequence
obtained from σ by introducing x as the second-to-last element. Similarly, let xσ denote
the sequence obtained from σ by introducing x as the second element. That is, for
σ = (a1, . . . , am), σ
x = (a1, . . . , am−1, x, am) and
xσ = (a1, x, a2, . . . , am).
Main Theorem. Let A = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1} be such that n > 4, and n + 1 is divisible
by 3. Let σ = (σ1, . . . , σn+1) be such that
σ1 = σ2 = (0, 1, . . . , n− 1)
σi = (3− i, 4− i, . . . , n+ 2− i) (mod n), for 3 6 i 6 n− 1
σn = σn+1 = (3, . . . , n− 1, 0, 1, 2)
Then the sequence
τ = (x, σ1, y, x, σ2, x, y, σ3, x,
σy3j−2, x, σ3j−1, x,
yσ3j , x, (for 1 < j < n/3)
σn−1, y, x, σn, x, y, σn+1, x)
is a complete sequence over A ∪ {x, y}. Its length is m2 − 7
3
m + 19
3
, where m = n + 2 is
the number of elements in A ∪ {x, y}.
Proof. We first compute the length of the generated sequence, then prove its completeness.
To obtain the count of m2 − 7
3
m + 19
3
elements in τ , note that there are m = n + 2
appearances of x, 2(n + 1)/3 appearances of y, n − 1 elements in σ3, . . . , σn−1, and n
elements in σ1, σ2, σn, σn+1.
To prove completeness, we apply Theorem 5 with respect to element y in the sequence.
We note that the sequence is quasi-palindromic, as can be seen by applying the relabeling
(0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1) 7→ (2, 1, 0, n− 1, . . . , 3) to its elements.
For condition (1) of Theorem 5, we note that the sequences τy... and τ...y are complete
by Theorem 8. Written out explicitly, these are the following two sequences.
τy... = (x, σ2, x, σ3, x,
σ3i−2, x, σ3i−1, x, σ3i, x, (for 1 < i < n/3)
x, σn−1, x, σn, x, σn+1, x)
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and
τ...y = (x, σ1, x, σ2, x, σ3, x,
σ3i−2, x, σ3i−1, x, σ3i, x, (for 1 < i < n/3)
x, σn−1, x, σn, x).
For condition (2) of Theorem 5, we distinguish three cases, according to the positions
of yi. For convenience and ease of reference, we explicitly enumerate y in the following
expression.
τ = (x, σ1, y
1, x, σ2, x, y
2, σ3, x,
σy
2j−1
3j−2 , x, σ3j−1, x,
y2jσ3j , x, (for 1 < j < n/3)
σn−1, y
2/3(n+1)−1, x, σn, x, y
2/3(n+1), σn+1, x)
The three cases are as follows. Condition (2) of Theorem 5 is satisfied for
1. the first and last pair of y’s.
Let L1 = {(τ...y1 , [τy1...y2 ], τy2...)} be the set of sequences obtained by eliminating the
first pair of y’s. Note that the sequence
dely(τ...y1 , x, τy2...) = (x, σ1, x, σ3, x,
σ3i−2, x, σ3i−1, x, σ3i, x, (for 1 < i < n/3)
x, σn−1, x, σn, x, σn+1, x)
is complete over A∪ {x} by Theorem 8 and is a subsequence of all sequences in L1.
Similarly, let the set of sequences obtained by eliminating the last pair of y’s
be L2/3(n+1)−1 = {(τ...y2/3(n+1)−1 , [τy2/3(n+1)−1 ...y2/3(n+1) ], τy2/3(n+1) ...)}. Since τ is quasi-
palindromic, the sequences in L2/3(n+1)−1 are complete over A ∪ {x}, too.
2. even to odd appearance of y.
Let L2i = {(τ...y2i , [τy2i...y2i+1 ], τy2i+1...)}, 1 6 i < n/3.
If we delete y from the sequences in L2i (for 1 < i < n/3−1) we obtain the sequences
(x, σ1, x, σ2, x, . . . ,
σ3i−1, x, el1(σ3i), [A ∪ {x}], el -1(σ3i+1), x, σ3i+2, . . . ,
x, σn−1, x, σn, x, σn+1, x),
all of which are complete over A∪{x} by Theorem 8. For i = 1, the element el1(σ3)
does not appear. In this case, the sequences in L2 are complete over A ∪ {x} by
Theorem 8 because σ2 contains all elements of A. Since τ is quasi-palindromic, the
sequences in L2/3(n+1)−2 are complete over A ∪ {x}.
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3. odd to even appearance of y.
Let L2i−1 = {(τ...y2i−1 , [τy2i−1...y2i ], τy2i...)}, 1 < i < n/3.
Let σ′i denote the sequence σi without the last element and let
′σi denote the sequence
σi without the first element.
By Corollary 7, the sequences λ1 = (x, σ1, x, σ2, x, σ
′
3) and
λj = (el -1(σ
′
3j−3), el -1(σ3j−3), x, σ3j−2, x, σ3j−1, x, σ
′
3j),
for 1 < j 6 (n+ 1)/3, are 3-complete over A ∪ {x}.
By quasi-palindromicity, the sequence ρ(n+1)/3 = (
′σn−1, x, σn, x, σn+1, x) and the
sequences
ρj = (
′σ3j−2, x, σ3j−1, x, σ3j , x, el1(σ3j+1), el1(
′σ3j+1)),
for 1 6 j < (n+ 1)/3, are 3-complete, too.
Finally, for 1 < j < (n+ 1)/3, each of the sequences in
Mj = {(el -1(σ
′
3j−3), el -1(σ3j−3), x, σ
′
3j−2, [τy2j−1...y2j ],
′σ3j , x, el1(σ3j+1), el1(
′σ3j+1))}
is 3-complete by Lemma 6.
Observe that each of the sequences in L2i−1 can be written as the simplification of
(λ1, . . . , λi−1, µi, ρi+1, . . . , ρ(n+1)/3) for some µi ∈ Mi. Thus each sequence in L2i−1
is the concatenation of (n + 1)/3 sequences which are 3-complete. Since there are
n + 1 elements in A ∪ {x}, it follows that each sequence in L2i−1 is complete over
A ∪ {x}.
Corollary 10. Let A be a set of m > 4 elements. Then there is a complete sequence of
length ⌈m2 − 7
3
m+ 19
3
⌉ over A.
Proof. By the Main Theorem, we can construct sequences of length ⌈m2 − 7
3
m+ 19
3
⌉ over
a set of m elements whenever 3 divides m− 1.
Ifm−1 ≡ 1 or 2 (mod 3), then we first construct a sequence τ over a set with l = m+2
orm+1 elements, respectively, according to the Main Theorem. From such a sequence, we
can obtain sequences over a smaller set by removing c = el -1(σ1) from τ , as well as all the
elements before the first appearance of c. The resulting sequence, delc(τc...), is complete
by Lemma 1. Since the removed element appears l− 2 times and there are l− 2 elements
preceding it, the resulting sequence has ⌈l2− 7
3
l+ 19
3
⌉− 2l+4 = ⌈(l− 1)2− 7
3
(l− 1) + 19
3
⌉
elements.
If m− 1 ≡ 1 (mod 3), we can repeat this process once more with el -1(σ
′
2). This is the
last element to appear for the first time in the sequence delc(τc...) which resulted from the
previous step. Removing all appearances of el -1(σ
′
2) as well as all elements which precede
its first appearance removes 2l−5 elements from the sequence, thus we obtain a sequence
of ⌈(l − 2)2 − 7
3
(l − 2) + 19
3
⌉ elements.
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